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SPIRITUAL PRACTICES PART 6: EUCHARIST 
 

INTRODUCTION 

In Luke 22:14-20, we find Jesus and his disciples in a loft space of a friend’s house celebrating 

the Passover meal. We’ve come to call this scene the “Last Supper.” It’s an ominous title, like a 

death row last meal kind of thing. And though Jesus would die soon, the words “Last Supper” 

are not really ominous, but a tracer back into the meal-keeping reputation Jesus had; he was 

known for pulling up a chair at peoples’ tables to share food and drinks and conversation with 

others. Jesus was known for his eating and fellowship habits (see Luke 7:34). The early Christian 

communities began meeting on Sundays to reenact the Last Supper experience as way of 

remembering and celebrating the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus. But as early as the late 

first century we find the church drawing lines for who could and could not take communion, an 

early mistake in the formation of the Church. The table Jesus sets is all people and the 

communion is the message of the Gospel in physical form, open to all.  

 

DISCUSSION  

1. When was the first time you remember taking communion? Were there rules at your 

church about who could and could not take?  

2. Rowan Williams, former Archbishop of Canterbury, wrote: “We take Holy Communion 

not because we are doing well, but because we are doing badly. Not because we have 

arrived, but because we are travelling. Not because we are right, but because we are 

confused and wrong. Not because we are divine, but because we are human. Not 

because we are full, but because we are hungry.” What do you hear in that quotation? 

What do you like about what he’s saying? What is challenging?  

3. Why is important to be a church where all people can be served the communion? What 

is message in that?  

4. On Sunday, Derek said: “We stand in the communion line not because we have it all 

together or because our faith is strong; we stand in the communion line to admit the 

opposite, that we need this reminder of God’s closeness and faithfulness to us.” What 

do you think about in the communion line?  

5. How could you become more aware of our community during communion?   

 

PRAYER  

Pray that our church would be a welcoming community.  

 

 


